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FADE IN:

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA - EXT. CONNATUS HOUSE - MORNING

Sunlight shines through a window, illuminating a small, but

tidy kitchen. AMANDA (18) leans against the counter island,

her eyes resting on a small television; George W. Bush can

be seen giving a speech on the screen. SAMANTHA (18) is

Amanda’s identical twin; she sits at a small table,

fidgeting with her hair, which is dyed with a green streak.

Amanda steeps tea and pours it into a travel mug. Samantha

gets up and pulls a can of Coca-Cola out of the fridge.

SAMANTHA

I can’t believe we have to do this

shit again.

Amanda picks up a remote from the counter and turns off the

TV.

AMANDA

At least we’re getting paid. Come

on, I’ll drive.

EXT. CONNATUS HOUSE - MORNING

Amanda and Samantha walk from their front door and get into

their shared vehicle, a 1999 Toyota Sienna. They pull out of

the driveway.

INT. MINIVAN - MORNING

AMANDA

Brian O’Rourke keeps IMing me

asking to hang out.

SAMANTHA

So what? He’s cute.

AMANDA

Why don’t you go on a date with

him?

Samantha chuckles. She has a toothpick in her mouth and is

playing around with it, moving it from side to side.

SAMANTHA

No, he’s into you!

AMANDA

Then pretend that you’re me.

(CONTINUED)
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The twins stop talking for a few moments. Samantha leans her

seat back and puts her knees on the dashboard. Amanda drums

her fingers on the steering wheel.

SAMANTHA

Do you think we’ll be back before

seven? I have tickets to a show at

eight.

AMANDA

Actually, I’m kind of hoping it

runs late so I don’t have to play

tonight.

SAMANTHA

I don’t understand why it has to

take so long. It’s not like being a

twin is this big mystery...

The car shakes as it bumps over something on the road.

Amanda hits the brakes.

EXT. MINIVAN - COUNTRY ROAD - MORNING

The girls get out of the car and walk back. A small skunk is

lying on the street behind the car. It’s dead.

AMANDA

I saw it at the last second. I

couldn’t stop in time.

Amanda stoops down and reaches her hand as if to touch the

animal, then pulls back and stands up. She begins to cry

silently.

AMANDA

It was just trying to cross the

road.

SAMANTHA

Amanda, it’s not your fault. I

didn’t see it either.

There’s a quaver in her voice. She puts her hand on her

sister’s shoulder.

SAMANTHA

We’re--we’re gonna be late if we

don’t get going right now.
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EXT. HOTEL - MORNING

The car pulls into the parking lot of the testing site, a

Marriott Courtyard hotel commissioned for the weekend by the

research team. The tan paint on the entryway is chipping

away. The entire hotel is surrounded by a moat of dead

grass.

INT. LOBBY - MORNING

Samantha and Amanda walk up to a table, upon which sits a

large paper display: "YOU ARE SPECIAL!!" A nebbish MALE

RESEARCHER (mid 20s) in an oversized lab coat stands behind

the table. He is wearing a name tag that says "GEOFF."

GEOFF

Your names?

AMANDA

Amanda Connatus.

SAMANTHA

Saman--

GEOFF

(interrupting)

You must be Monozygotic Amanda 172

and Monozygotic Samantha 173.

You’re right on time. Please,

follow me.

INT. HALLWAY - MORNING

Fluorescent lights flicker above a cramped hallway. The

researcher strides ahead of the twins, who fall back

slightly and speak in hushed tones.

SAMANTHA

This place is gross.

The three come to a door, which the researcher opens. He

stands aside, gesturing for the twins to enter. They walk

through the door.

GEOFF

I could hear everything you were

saying.
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INT. EXPLANATION ROOM - MORNING

A similarly ineffectual FEMALE RESEARCHER (middle aged) is

standing in front of a rolling blackboard. The board is

blank, except for four stick figures: two "male" figures,

drawn next to each other, and two "female" figures

underneath the males, also drawn next to each other. The

room is filled with grade school-style desks, each with two

chairs awkwardly placed behind it. Most of the desks are

occupied by identical twins of various types: 8-year-old

boys wearing matching baseball caps, middle-aged women in

suits, two geriatric men who are also wearing matching

baseball caps, and so on and so forth. Amanda and Samantha

squeeze themselves behind a desk in the back. The researcher

begins to speak in a mechanical, obviously practiced

cadence.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

Over the twenty-year life span of

the California Twin Study, we’ve

gathered vital information that has

been of great benefit to the fields

of genetics, social science, and

medicine. Some of the data we’ve

collected from our participants has

been useful in our understanding of

genetics, cancer, aging and

geriatrics, mental health, and the

Changing American Family.

Samantha closes her eyes and begins to doze off, while

Amanda silently mouths the words of the researcher’s

diatribe. They’ve both heard this a couple of times already.

The researcher pauses to pick up a stick of chalk and draw a

large question mark over the stick-twins on the chalkboard.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

We are delighted by your

participation in the California

Twin Study and hope you continue to

participate after this year’s

meeting is complete.

Samantha and Amanda give each other a skeptical look.

INT. HOTEL - VARIOUS ROOMS - AFTERNOON

Quick cuts of various scientific tests being performed on

the twins: Amanda lies down with a bunch of electrodes

sticking to her forehead. Samantha pees in a cup. Amanda

does push-ups as the female researcher peers over her

clipboard. Samantha sits across a table from Geoff as he

holds up a Rorschach blot.
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INT. TESTING CHAMBER - AFTERNOON

Amanda steps into a small room as the door slams shut behind

her. The room is unfurnished, except for a table and chair.

On top of the table lies a one-page multiple-choice test, a

scantron sheet, and a no. 2 pencil. Amanda walks to the

table, pulls out the chair, and sits down. She briefly chews

on the eraser while she ponders the first question, then

realizes that the pencil doesn’t belong to her and takes it

out of her mouth. ZOOM on the question sheet: "Which meal do

you consider to be the most important meal of the day?" "Do

you follow any major league sports?" Amanda bubbles in her

answers. The whole process takes no more than two minutes.

Amanda puts the pencil down and smiles softly to herself

while looking at the paper. She pushes her chair back, gets

up, and walks out the door.

FADE OUT

FADE IN:

EXT. FRESNO YOSEMITE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - MORNING

It’s another sunny day. Amanda stands on the sidewalk

outside the airport, her hand resting on the handle of a

rolling suitcase. As other travelers around her pack their

bags into the trunks of waiting cars and drive away, Amanda

glances at her watch. She’s wearing sunglasses, a green

shirt, and a black skirt. After some time, Samantha rolls up

to the curb and rolls down the passenger-side window of her

car (the same Toyota as before, but with four more years of

visible wear and tear). She honks the horn twice.

SAMANTHA

Hey, Amanda!

AMANDA

Hey, Sam. Looking good!

SAMANTHA

Yeah, well you look pretty fresh

yourself. Didn’t even recognize you

with those sunglasses.

Amanda snorts.

AMANDA

On the way out of the airport I saw

my reflection in a window and

thought it was you.

(CONTINUED)
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Amanda tosses her bag in the back of the car and gets in

next to her sister. Samantha is wearing a black shirt and a

green skirt. She’s ditched the hair dye. Both girls look

visibly older. "Hey Ya!" is playing on the radio. Samantha

starts to drive.

SAMANTHA

How’s everything at Amherst? Have

you gotten laid recently?

AMANDA

No--I’m too busy getting fucked by

my thesis. The closer the due date

gets, the less I feel like I really

know what I’m talking about. But I

was able to go on a day trip to

Boston with my roommates last

month, which was great.

SAMANTHA

(sarcastically)

How interesting. It’s a shame that

I couldn’t visit this year, so we

could actually do something fun.

AMANDA

Yeah, I’m really sorry--this thesis

stuff has really consumed my life.

How’ve you been?

SAMANTHA

Oh, same as always. I’m looking

forward to getting out of Fresno

State. Ever since I broke up with

Brian, that place feels like even

more of a shithole than I thought.

AMANDA

You broke up with Brian? I’m sorry

to hear that.

SAMANTHA

That happened months ago, Amanda. I

told you about it.

AMANDA

Are you sure? I must have

forgotten.

SAMANTHA

It’s okay. I’m over it. Hey, I have

to run an errand before we head

over to the study.

(CONTINUED)
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Amanda looks at her watch impatiently.

AMANDA

The email said to be there by

eleven o’clock...

SAMANTHA

We’ll be fine.

EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - MORNING

Samantha pulls the car into a convenience store parking lot,

gets out of the car and walks in.

INT. MINIVAN - MORNING

Amanda pulls down her mirror and checks her makeup. She

takes an eye liner pencil out of her bag and touches it to

her face before impulsively looking at her watch again.

Samantha opens the door and gets in, placing a plastic

shopping bag between herself and her sister. Silently, she

starts the car, pulls out of the parking lot, and begins to

drive again. While driving, she reaches into the bag and

pulls out a pack of American Spirit cigarettes. She pulls

one out and puts it in her mouth. Still driving, she pulls a

lighter out of her pocket and lights the cigarette while

simultaneously rolling down her window, briefly taking her

hands off the wheel in order to do so. Amanda looks on,

aghast.

AMANDA

Since when do you smoke?

SAMANTHA

Since like... a while. Why?

AMANDA

That’s gross. They’re so bad for

you.

Samantha smiles around her cigarette.

SAMANTHA

We’re all gonna die eventually

anyway.

The twins sit in silence as Samantha smokes and drives.

Amanda leans her seat back and puts her knees on the

dashboard. Samantha drums her fingers on the steering wheel.

AMANDA

Well, at least you can tell the

people at the twin study that

you’ve picked up smoking.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Why does it matter?

AMANDA

Well... you smoke. I don’t. Now our

results won’t be ninety-nine

percent identical.

Samantha laughs out loud. The abrupt laughter causes her

cigarette, which has burned halfway to the filter, to fall

into her lap. She jumps in surprise and knocks the hot

filter to the floor, causing the car to swerve erratically

as she does so. A symphony of horns blare as Samantha picks

up the cigarette and flicks it out the window. Amanda’s

knuckles whiten as she grips the oh-shit handle above her

door, a horrified look frozen onto her face.

SAMANTHA

If you want me to tell them about

the differences between us, there’s

plenty more that I can list.

Samantha’s smile fades.

SAMANTHA

You’re having the time of your life

on the east coast. I’m stuck at

home, surrounded by people I hate.

As Samantha’s voice trails off...

EXT. HOTEL - MORNING

The car pulls into the same space in the hotel parking lot.

The hotel looks as if it hasn’t changed at all in the last

four years, except that the moat of dead grass now extends

farther from the building. More paint has been chipped away.

The twins get out of the car and walk into the building.

INT. LOBBY - MORNING

Geoff stands behind a table, upon which rests a display that

is nearly identical to the one from four years ago. "YOU ARE

SPECIAL!" reads the display. There is nobody else in the

lobby; Geoff is sleeping while standing.

SAMANTHA

Hello?

Geoff wakes with a start.

(CONTINUED)
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GEOFF

Your names?

SAMANTHA

Samantha Connatus.

AMANDA

Amand--

GEOFF

You must be monozygotic Samantha

173 and monozygotic Amanda 172.

You’re right on time. Please,

follow me.

Geoff walks towards a hallway. As he nears the door, the

display slowly flops downwards until it rests face down on

the table. After a moment, Samantha and Amanda walk in the

same direction as the researcher.

INT. HALLWAY - MORNING

Geoff walks ahead of the sisters. He begins to slow down

until he is about to be flanked on either side by the twins.

Before this happens, they also slow down, so that he pulls

ahead of them once again. He slows down even more, squeezing

in between them as they walk at a glacial pace.

GEOFF

I think you’re going to enjoy the

study this time. We’ve made a

number of changes that should allow

us to make great strides. Great

strides.

AMANDA

Great.

SAMANTHA

Wow.

The three continue to walk extremely slowly for a few

seconds.

GEOFF

Ahem... anyway, I was thinking-it’s

so great to see you both again. You

know, we have a lot of test

subjects, but I recognized you

immediately.

AMANDA

Thanks?

SAMANTHA

Oh, yeah?

(CONTINUED)
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GEOFF

You know, there’s a great Mexican

place down the road. I happen to

have a coupon for two...

SAMANTHA

...which one of us are you talking

to?

GEOFF

Well--I mean--you’re twins, I’d be

happy with either--I don’t want to

hurt anyone’s feelings.

AMANDA

So you’re asking both of us out on

a date? For two people?

GEOFF

Um, well, yes. Does that mean

you’re interested?

AMANDA

Gotcha. Sorry, but I’m busy

tonight.

The researcher looks expectantly at Samantha.

SAMANTHA

No.

Geoff looks crestfallen, but fortunately the group reaches

its destination. The twins walk into the room.

INT. EXPLANATION ROOM - MORNING

This time, the room is set up as if a corporate meeting is

about to take place; there is one long table surrounded by

chairs. On the table, there is a pitcher of water, and,

somewhat absurdly, two small glasses. At one end of the

table, the female researcher stands in front of the rolling

blackboard, which displays the same stick-twin diagram.

Around the table, sets of twins sit awkwardly: 12-year-old

boys wearing matching overalls, middle-aged women in suits,

two geriatric men, also wearing matching overalls, et

cetera. Amanda and Samantha sidle into the last two

remaining seats as the researcher opens her mouth to speak.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

Over the twenty-year life span of

the California Twin Study, we’ve

gathered vital information that has

been of great benefit to the fields

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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FEMALE RESEARCHER (cont’d)
of genetics, social science, and

medicine. Some of the data we’ve

collected from our participants has

been useful in our understanding of

genetics, cancer, aging and

geriatrics, mental health, and the

Changing American Family.

Amanda puts her elbows onto the table and starts to doze

off. Samantha mouths the words of the researcher’s diatribe

along with her in perfect synchronization.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

We are delighted by your

participation in the California

Twin Study hope you continue to

participate after this year’s

meeting is complete.

INT. HOTEL - VARIOUS ROOMS - AFTERNOON

Another series of quick cuts showing the twins doing

science-y things. Samantha swipes a Q-tip around her mouth.

Amanda claps her hands to a rhythm as the female researcher

waves a baton. Samantha does jumping jacks. Amanda stands

still as Geoff shines a flashlight in her eye.

INT. TESTING CHAMBER - AFTERNOON

Amanda steps into the sparse testing room and sits down at a

desk. On the desk lies a one-page multiple-choice test, a

scantron sheet, and a no. 2 pencil. Amanda picks up the

pencil and licks its tip before beginning to fill in bubbles

for each question: "How many times do you urinate per day,

on average?" "Which major city in Texas would you most want

to visit?" After some time, however, a frustrated look comes

over her face. She stops writing and taps her finger on the

desk for a moment in thought. ZOOM on the scantron as she

erases about half of the answers that she has already

entered and fills in different bubbles. She continues to

answer questions, occasionally pausing as her pencil hovers

over one answer and then moving it to fill in another.

Eventually, she finishes the test, places the pencil on the

table, and smiles. She gets up and walks out the door.

INT. MINIVAN - EVENING

Samantha sits behind the wheel, driving. Amanda is in the

passenger seat with her window open. BRIEF CUT of a hand

hanging out the window, holding a lit cigarette. There’s

almost nobody else on the road; their faces are occasionally

illuminated by the headlights of passing cars. The sisters

are laughing about something.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

That scientist guy is such a creep.

AMANDA

I’m the one he asked on a date.

SAMANTHA

He was obviously talking to me!

The twins grin at each other and laugh some more.

AMANDA

What do you think those people do

for the four years that we don’t

see them? I feel like they live for

this shit.

SAMANTHA

Well, it’s the California Twin

Study, not the Fresno Twin Study.

They’re probably driving all over

the state to get results from all

the twins they can get their hands

on.

AMANDA

That’s a lot of travel. The two of

them must spend a lot of time

together.

SAMANTHA

Hopefully she never hears about his

indecent proposal to us. He was

probably looking for something a

little younger.

More sniggering. A moment or two of silence.

AMANDA

I’m worried about this thesis.

SAMANTHA

Just look at the notes and you’ll

be fine. It’s too bad that you

can’t stay longer.

AMANDA

I think it’s time for me to go.
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EXT. FRESNO YOSEMITE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - EVENING

The car rolls up to the curb. Amanda opens her door and gets

out, then pulls open the back door and removes her suitcase

from the car. Samantha gets out of the car to talk to her

sister.

AMANDA

Thanks for the ride. I’m glad we

got to catch up.

SAMANTHA

No problem. Let me know if I can

help you with the thesis in any

way.

AMANDA

Ha, sure. And if you run into

Brian, just tell him to fuck off.

SAMANTHA

Sure thing.

The twins embrace and Amanda walks into the airport.

Samantha watches her sister until the automatic doors close,

then gets back into the minivan and drives away.

FADE OUT

FADE IN:

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA - SIDEWALK - MORNING

It’s a sunny day--blindingly so, in fact. You can

practically see the heat radiating off of the asphalt as

Samantha steps over the curb and stands on a rundown Fresno

sidewalk. She is wearing a ratty white tank top and black

sweatpants. She waits for some time. A dog barks in the

background. A few cars drive by. Eventually, Amanda drives

up to the curb and stops. Her hand hangs out of the window,

casually holding a cigarette. The car is a minivan--a Toyota

Sienna. Samantha opens the door and gets inside. Amanda is

wearing a white tank top and new-looking black yoga pants.

They begin to drive.

SAMANTHA

This is the rental you chose?

Amanda... I didn’t even know that

any rental services still had

these.

(CONTINUED)
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AMANDA

I thought it would be fitting, Sam.

SAMANTHA

I do have to admit, it makes me

nostalgic for that old wreck. And

the concept of owning a car in

general.

AMANDA

So why don’t you get one?

SAMANTHA

Keeping up with rent is hard

enough. But I think I’m gonna put

the check from this year’s study

into my vehicle fund.

AMANDA

I can lend you some money, too.

Don’t worry about paying me back.

SAMANTHA

That’s fine, thanks. How’s that new

job treating you?

AMANDA

Not too good, honestly. I hate my

job. I put on a suit every day and

crunch numbers for eight hours.

Samantha smiles.

SAMANTHA

Remember your old high school emo

phase? Oh, how things have changed.

AMANDA

Yeah, you’re right. Might be time

for me to change things up soon.

The twins glance at each other for a fraction of a second.

Silence. Amanda takes a long pull from her cigarette and

tosses it out the window. She drums her fingers on the

steering wheel as Samantha leans back and puts her feet on

the dashboard.

SAMANTHA

At least you’ve got a steady job.

I’m only working part-time at the

diner, and my photography isn’t

going anywhere.

(CONTINUED)
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AMANDA

You’re doing fine! You look like

you’re in great shape.

SAMANTHA

I spend all of my time working out

because I have nothing better to

do. Give me a break.

AMANDA

You know what they say about the

grass always being greener...

SAMANTHA

You know what bugs me? Don’t you

feel like we’re incredibly

different? We live across the

fucking country. Hell, this is the

first time I’ve seen you in four

years.

AMANDA

Hey, we do talk on the phone

sometimes.

SAMANTHA

That’s beside the point. Why have

we always gotten almost exactly the

same results at this goddamn study?

I’m going to be honest--I actually

changed my answers in the

multiple-choice test to things that

were completely false in order to

get different answers from you. And

they were still the same!

AMANDA

That’s hilarious--I did the same

thing.

SAMANTHA

Let’s have a little experiment of

our own this time--why don’t you

specifically choose answers that

don’t make any sense, and I’ll make

sure to answer truthfully? I just

want to see what happens.

There’s a bump as the car runs over something. Amanda hits

the brakes.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Fuck.

EXT. MINIVAN - COUNTRY ROAD - MORNING

The twins get out of the car and walk back. There’s a

crushed skunk lying on the ground. Amanda gasps and puts her

hand to her mouth.

AMANDA

You’ve got to be kidding me.

SAMANTHA

Amanda... it’s not your fault.

AMANDA

I know. I know it’s not my fault. I

don’t even know if anything is

really my fault anymore. Come on...

we’re going to be late.

Both sisters breathe out a long, shaky sigh and reenter the

car. Amanda begins to drive.

EXT. HOTEL - MORNING

Amanda pulls the minivan into the hotel parking lot, once

again parking in the same space as before. The hotel is now

downright decrepit; all of the surrounding grass is dead and

more paint has flaked away than is left on the building.

Samantha and Amanda get out of the car and enter the

building.

INT. LOBBY - MORNING

Geoff is standing behind a table in the hotel lobby. He’s

wearing sunglasses. On the table sits a display that reads

"YOU ARE SPECIAL" and an iPhone. "Poker Face" plays quietly

over the hotel’s tinny PA system. The researcher hops a

little bit in surprise when the twins enter, but pretends

not to notice them as they approach the table.

AMANDA

It’s me, monozygotic Amanda 172.

SAMANTHA

Monozygotic Samantha 173 reporting

in.

Geoff slowly removes the sunglasses and gazes at the

sisters.

(CONTINUED)
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GEOFF

Hey, ladies. It’s been a long time.

Geoff opens his mouth in a saccharine smile.

GEOFF

I was hoping that you would

reconsider your answer to my offer

from four years ago. And since I

know it would be insulting to ask

you both, I’m asking...

He raises his hand and waves a finger between the two

sisters, who are standing incredulously side-by-side in

front of him. After five seconds, the finger settles on

Amanda.

GEOFF

...you. What do you say?

AMANDA

Wow, you picked me? Sure!

GEOFF

Really?

A beat.

AMANDA

No. Please just tell me the number

of the room that we should go to.

GEOFF

(crestfallen)

Twenty-six.

INT. HALLWAY - MORNING

Amanda and Samantha stride down the hallway in silence.

After a few seconds, they turn to look at each other. Amanda

begins to laugh.

AMANDA

That was creepy as hell. But I am

complimented by the fact that he

chose me--I guess I’m the better

looking twin after all.

SAMANTHA

Get over yourself. You know that

guy just gets a hard-on every time

he hears the word "monozygotic"

anyway. I could see the coin

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA (cont’d)
flipping in his head the whole

time.

AMANDA

Say what you will...

She pantomimes the researcher’s finger-wagging motion.

AMANDA

...but the finger doesn’t lie.

Maybe next time, Sam.

SAMANTHA

Maybe next time.

They reach a door marked with the number 26 and enter the

room.

INT. EXPLANATION ROOM - MORNING

There are a number of chairs set up in neat rows, all facing

the female researcher, who stands next to the same rolling

blackboard. The chairs are almost fully occupied by sets of

identical twins: 16-year-old boys wearing matching football

jerseys, middle-aged women in suits, two old men, also in

matching jerseys, and so on and so forth. The twins move to

sit down as the female researcher begins to speak.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

Over the twenty-year life span of

the California Twin Study...

INT. HOTEL - VARIOUS ROOMS - AFTERNOON

More science as the twins perform a series of bizarre tasks.

Amanda tries to hang spoons on her face as Geoff watches.

Samantha does jumping jacks with a Shake Weight in each

hand. Amanda walks out of a bathroom with a cup filled with

urine and tries to hand it to the female researcher, who

shakes her head and hands Amanda another cup while holding

up two fingers before pushing her back into the bathroom.

Samantha builds playing-card houses as Geoff stands by with

a stopwatch.

INT. DINING AREA - AFTERNOON

Amanda and Samantha sit at a table in the hotel’s dining

area, eating burritos out of styrofoam containers. There’s a

pile of napkins on the table in between them. The other

tables in the room are filled with other twin pairs, all

eating identical burritos. Samantha puts down her food and

leans in conspiratorially.

(CONTINUED)
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SAMANTHA

Okay, if this time around is

anything like the last ones, the

next thing we have to do is the

written test. Remember what we

talked about?

AMANDA

Yeah. I put down truthful answers,

you choose the opposite of what you

would actually say.

SAMANTHA

No. I’m glad I brought it up. I’m

going to put down real answers. You

fake it.

AMANDA

I feel like, as the more attractive

twin, I should get to choose...

Samantha balls up a napkin and throws it at her sister.

SAMANTHA

That’s the plan we came up with and

we’re going to stick with it.

Amanda smiles.

AMANDA

Fine.

INT. TESTING CHAMBER - AFTERNOON

Amanda walks into the testing room and sits down at the

desk. She picks up the pencil and begins to bubble in her

answers to this year’s questions: "Bubble in one of these

bubbles at random!" "Which answer is the correct answer to

this question?" This time, it’s easy--she circles one answer

on the question sheet and simply makes sure to fill in

another on the scantron. By the time she’s done filling out

the test, she is chuckling to herself.

INT. MINIVAN - EVENING

Amanda is driving. Samantha tosses a finished cigarette out

of the side window. It’s dark; the car whizzes past rows of

high grass and there isn’t another vehicle in sight.

Samantha starts to look through her purse.

SAMANTHA

Hey, can I have my house key back?
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AMANDA

Oh, I almost forgot--sorry. Here.

Amanda pulls a key out of her pocket and hands it to her

sister.

SAMANTHA

Thanks. Don’t forget to fill up the

rental before you return it at the

airport.

AMANDA

I won’t! You always think I’m going

to forget about these basic things.

SAMANTHA

You always do.

EXT. SIDEWALK - EVENING

Amanda pulls the car up to the curb and puts it in park. The

twins step out. Amanda hands a pack of cigarettes to

Samantha.

AMANDA

Here, you left these in the

cupholder. I still don’t approve,

you know.

SAMANTHA

Thanks. I’ll quit eventually. Good

luck with the job--remember that

bit about the grass being greener.

AMANDA

Hey, you too.

SAMANTHA

Don’t worry about me.

The twins hug each other. Amanda gets back in the car and

pulls away with a wave. Samantha puts the cigarettes in her

purse and watches her sister drive into the distance.

FADE OUT

INT. MINIVAN - MORNING

It’s a sunny day. Amanda is sitting in the passenger seat of

the car while IVAN (male, early 40s) drives. She’s wearing a

blue dress. Ivan is a somewhat muscular man with a shaved

head. He wears a suit and always looks vaguely angry.
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IVAN

Fuck this minivan.I’ve never felt

so emasculated in my life.

AMANDA

It’s a tradition.

IVAN

Some tradition this is.

AMANDA

Hey, you’re the one who wanted to

come with me, so the way I see it

you have to put up with these

things anyway.

IVAN

Sorry for wanting to keep you

company. Plus, I wanted to see what

this was all about. And I wanted to

meet your sister.

AMANDA

That’s what I was afraid of, Ivan.

IVAN

Hey, it’s about time I meet her.

AMANDA

Just don’t act weird. Try not to

stare at her.

Ivan laughs.

IVAN

She’s got nothing to be afraid of.

There’s no way I’ll have any

trouble telling you two apart.

AMANDA

You’d be surprised.

IVAN

No. We’ve been married two years!

Also, I’m a genius.

Amanda smiles wryly and looks out the window.
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EXT. FANCY HOTEL - MORNING

Ivan pulls the minivan into the parking lot of a hotel that

is much nicer than the testing site. Amanda and Ivan get out

of the car and walk inside.

INT. FANCY LOBBY - MORNING

There’s a line at the marble concierge counter. Amanda pulls

her cell phone out of her bag.

AMANDA

Would you mind checking us in while

I call Sam?

IVAN

No problem. I can’t believe I’m

about to meet the legendary

Samantha.

Amanda rolls her eyes and puts the phone up to her ear as

Ivan walks away.

AMANDA

Yeah, I’m checking in now. Oh.

A loud honk can be heard from outside the hotel. Amanda puts

her phone away and walks out the door.

EXT. FANCY HOTEL - MORNING

Samantha is standing outside, talking to a valet, who gets

into a dilapidated Toyota Sienna--the same color and model

as Amanda’s rental--and drives away. She turns and waves at

her sister. Samantha is wearing a nearly identical blue

dress. Each twin pauses to consider the other’s outfits,

then shrug and continue to walk towards each other.

AMANDA

You know you have to pay for the

valet, right?

SAMANTHA

I just gave them your name. Is that

cool?

AMANDA

I guess. Just don’t tell Ivan, he’d

give you shit about it for sure.

Samantha puts her hand to her mouth in mock surprise.
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SAMANTHA

Ivan is here? I didn’t know I’d be

honored with his presence.

AMANDA

Don’t get any ideas.

SAMANTHA

Well, at least we’ll have time to

get breakfast before we head over

to the study. You can introduce me.

EXT. HOTEL CAFÉ - MORNING

Samantha, Amanda, and Ivan are sitting at an outdoor table

in the hotel’s café.

IVAN

So where are you working right now,

Samantha?

SAMANTHA

I’m a freelance photographer. It’s

not the most lucrative job but it

pays the bills.

Samantha smiles at Ivan and pulls out a cigarette, obviously

intending to light it.

AMANDA

Come on, Sam. Not while we’re

eating.

IVAN

Hey, I don’t mind.

SAMANTHA

No, don’t worry about it.

Samantha puts away the cigarette, winking at Ivan. He

smiles.

AMANDA

Ivan just made partner.

SAMANTHA

Congratulations! Amanda, it must be

so nice to not have to work

anymore.

AMANDA

(strained)

Yeah... I’ve really had time to

pursue my hobbies. It’s great.
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Amanda awkwardly takes a large bite of her omelette while

Ivan begins to speak.

IVAN

I have to admit, Amanda showed me

some old photos of the two of you,

but I didn’t think you would still

look so similar. Are you wearing

the same outfit on purpose?

SAMANTHA

Nope.

AMANDA

Nope.

IVAN

I mean, don’t get me wrong--I can

easily tell the difference. Right,

honey?

Ivan smiles and takes Samantha’s hand. The twins laugh

awkwardly.

IVAN

Just kidding!

INT. MINIVAN - MORNING

Samantha is driving and smoking a cigarette, which she

sporadically ashes into the cupholder. Amanda is sitting in

the passenger seat and has her knees up on the dashboard.

The car is filled with all kinds of junk: CDs, a camera,

empty bags of snack food. Amanda reaches over and turns on

the radio; "Blurred Lines" begins to play loudly over the

speakers. After a moment, both of the twins wrinkle their

noses in disgust, and Samantha turns off the radio.

SAMANTHA

Ivan seems nice.

AMANDA

Sam.

SAMANTHA

Okay, not sure if I’d ever describe

him as "nice." But he is pretty

sexy. And his aftershave smells

good. Congratulations.

AMANDA

Oh, yeah? If you think so, why

don’t you go on a date with him?

Samantha laughs and exhales smoke.
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SAMANTHA

No, he’s into you!

AMANDA

Then pretend that you’re me. You’re

already wearing my dress.

SAMANTHA

Hey, if you wanted to coordinate,

you could have called me about it

yesterday. You know that blue’s my

favorite color.

AMANDA

It’s also my favorite color!

Amanda leans back and closes her eyes.

AMANDA

It’s just like the fucking test.

You saw the results from last time,

right?

SAMANTHA

I was wondering when you were gonna

bring that up.

AMANDA

What are we doing wrong? I

literally did not put down a single

correct answer.

SAMANTHA

We’re not doing anything wrong.

We’re identical twins. Nature.

Nurture.

AMANDA

You’re just saying words. It’s not

that I don’t want to be like you,

Sam--obviously that’s not the case.

I’m just frustrated that we have

actively failed at actually being

different.

SAMANTHA

Amanda, how many times do I have to

tell you just to look around you

for the differences between us?

AMANDA

I think the truth is that we really

are extremely identical, Sam.
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SAMANTHA

So embrace it.

Samantha laughs and tosses her finished cigarette out the

window. She looks forwards at the road.

SAMANTHA

You hypocrite.

EXT. HOTEL - MORNING

Samantha pulls the minivan into its usual parking space

outside the testing center. The old hotel looks like it

hasn’t been maintained at all in the last four years--the

dead grass is gone, replaced with dry dirt, and there is

barely a speck of paint to be seen on its walls.

INT. LOBBY - MORNING

Geoff stands behind a table, holding a pen and a notepad. On

the table sits a display upon which only the word "SPECIAL"

is printed. He sees the twins enter and jumps forwards.

AMANDA

I got married.

Geoff looks crestfallen.

GEOFF

Room thirty.

INT. HALLWAY - MORNING

Amanda and Samantha walk down the hallway in awkward

silence. Samantha glances back at Geoff as he stands in the

lobby.

INT. HOTEL - VARIOUS ROOMS - AFTERNOON

Another series of shots showing Amanda and Samantha

performing scientific tests. Amanda breathes into a

breathalyzer. Samantha does pull-ups with one arm. Amanda

sniffs different varieties of cheese and writes her thoughts

on each type on a small piece of paper. Samantha sneezes

while being videotaped by the female researcher.

INT. TESTING CHAMBER - AFTERNOON

Amanda walks into the testing room and sits down at the

desk. She exhales loudly before picking up the pencil and

looking at the test. This time, the questions are not shown.

At first, she does the same thing she did last time,

circling one answer on the question sheet and filling out
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another on the scantron. After she finishes the test,

however, she pauses and looks at the answers that she has

put down. In a fit of anger, she grabs the scantron sheet

and crushes it into a ball. She gets up and knocks on the

door. The female researcher opens it and walks inside,

carrying a clipboard.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

What’s wrong?

AMANDA

Can I have a new bubble sheet? I

think I put down all the wrong

answers.

FEMALE RESEARCHER

(quizzically)

Suit yourself.

She pulls a new sheet from her clipboard and hands it to

Amanda before stepping outside and closing the door behind

herself. Amanda sits back down at the table and fills in

bubbles that match her circled answers on the question

sheet. When she’s finished, she smiles, puts down her

pencil, and walks out the door.

INT. MINIVAN - EVENING

Samantha drives the minivan down a country road as Amanda

dozes in the passenger seat. The car approaches an

intersection. She turns right. Amanda opens her eyes.

AMANDA

I’m pretty sure we had to turn left

to get back to the hotel.

SAMANTHA

I know.

They continue to drive for a few moments of silence.

AMANDA

I gave up on putting down bad

answers on my written test.

SAMANTHA

Glad you’ve seen the light.

Wouldn’t it be hilarious if our

results actually turned out to be

different this time?
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AMANDA

They won’t be. I get the feeling

that you said the same things that

I did.

SAMANTHA

Hey, don’t say that. You’re not me.

AMANDA

(nonchalant)

Not right now.

More silence. The girls drive past stalks of high grass.

There’s no other cars on the road. After a while, Samantha

pulls the car over to the side of the road.

SAMANTHA

Ivan’s kind of an asshole, isn’t

he?

AMANDA

Ivan’s not that bad. He can be an

asshole, obviously. He doesn’t take

any shit. He’s rich and successful

and feels he deserves all that he

has and more.

SAMANTHA

What’s that like?

AMANDA

It’s steady. It’s very calming.

SAMANTHA

Yeah, it sounds easy. Actually, it

sounds kind of great. Does he

always wear that aftershave?

AMANDA

Every day.

SAMANTHA

I like it.

AMANDA

Same.

Amanda smiles and pulls her dress off over her head.

Samantha watches her, slight disbelief dancing around in her

eyes. The corners of her mouth turn up to form a smile.

Samantha raises her eyebrows.
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SAMANTHA

Again?

Amanda nods. Samantha pulls off her dress, revealing that

she’s wearing the same bra as her sister.

AMANDA

Of course.

The twins trade clothes and get dressed in silence. One of

them hands the other a pack of cigarettes. They begin to

laugh and hand each other their cellphones. Amanda taps on

her sister’s cell phone.

AMANDA

You haven’t even changed the

password.

SAMANTHA

I could say the same for you.

Amanda hands Samantha a piece of paper.

AMANDA

Here’s the code to our alarm and

the PIN number of my bank account.

SAMANTHA

You don’t have to do this for me.

Amanda smiles.

AMANDA

That’s what you said last time. I’m

not. I want to. For myself, too.

INT. MINIVAN - EVENING

One of the sisters is driving. The other reclines in the

passenger seat. It isn’t clear which is which, since they

look exactly the same.

SAMANTHA (AMANDA)

I should probably tell you about

Ivan’s weird fetishes.

AMANDA (SAMANTHA)

Sure. And I’ll fill you in on

Chester, too.

SAMANTHA (AMANDA)

Chester? You don’t tell me anything

anymore.
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The twins laugh.

INT. HOTEL CAFÉ - EVENING

The twins walk into the café, where Ivan is sitting at an

outdoor table. When he sees them, he stands up and waves in

greeting.

IVAN

I was wondering what was taking you

two so long.

He puts his arm around the new Amanda and kisses her.

SAMANTHA (AMANDA)

Well, I’d love to stay and get

dinner, but I really need to get

back home. I have work tomorrow. It

was nice to meet you, Ivan.

IVAN

Likewise. You should come visit us

in New York sometime. And I hope

you didn’t mind my little joke

before.

SAMANTHA (AMANDA)

No problem. And hey--I’ve always

wanted to go to New York.

The new Amanda breaks apart from Ivan and gives her sister a

hug.

AMANDA (SAMANTHA)

It was great to see you. Give me a

call if you have any questions.

SAMANTHA (AMANDA)

You, too. But I think you’ll be

able to handle yourself.

She walks away. As her sister leaves, the new Amanda pulls a

cigarette out of her purse and lights it.

IVAN

When did you start smoking?

He glances at the receding form of the new Samantha, then

looks back at his wife and smiles.

IVAN

I like it.

FADE OUT


